Fixed-angle polygonal chains in 3D can serve as a model of protein backbones. The production of a protein in the ribosome can be crudely modeled as the emission of a polygonal chain through the apex of a cone. We call this notion producible, and prove that a chain whose maximum turn angle is $\alpha \leq 90^\circ$, is producible in a cone of half-angle $\geq \alpha$ if and only if the chain is flattenable, that is, iff the chain can be reconfigured without self-intersection to lie flat in a plane. This result establishes that two seemingly disparate classes of chains are in fact identical.

As a corollary, we prove that the producible chains are “rare” in a technical sense: the probability that a random configuration of a random chain of $n$ links, drawn from a class of chains has a locked configuration, is producible, approaches zero geometrically as $n \to \infty$.
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